A processing system and method for connecting to a remote USB device automatically. The processing system and method provide a user computer to be connected to or disconnected from a USB device via a network system and a USB server connected to the USB device. In the beginning, the user computer finds a USB device for the user computer from the USB server via the network system; when detecting that the user computer issues request messages, the USB server connects the user computer with the USB device, and the USB device executes corresponding services according to the request messages issued by the user computer; in the last, after detecting that the USB device has finished the corresponding services according to the request messages issued by the user computer, the USB server is enabled to disconnect the user computer from the USB device.
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PROCESSING SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR CONNECTING A REMOTE USB DEVICE AUTOMATICALLY

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application is a Division of application Ser. No. 12/891,942 filed on Sep. 28, 2010, the entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention
[0003] This invention relates to a processing system and method for connecting a remote USB device automatically, and more particularly, to a processing system and method for connecting a remote USB device automatically, by using a USB over IP technique to connect/disconnect a user computer to/from a USB device.

[0004] 2. Description of Related Art
[0005] With the rapid development of computer technologies, a variety of computer peripheral devices come to the market. In order for the various devices to communicate with each other and have a high enough transmission speed, the computer peripheral devices are connected through the use of a USB technique. For example, a USB device, such as a printer, fax machine or business machine, may be connected to a computer via a USB and used for the computer. Accordingly, with the development of a network technique and the demand for sharing a USB device, a USB over IP technique comes with the tide of fashion.

[0006] The USB over IP technique connects a plurality of computers via a network with a relay server, and the relay server is connected to a USB device via a USB port. The computers are connected to the USB device only when they are using the USB device. In other words, though the computers may be connected to the USB device via the network and a transmission line, the USB device is not connected to any one of the computers unless some of the computers propose connection requests. The remaining computers that do not propose the connection requests may not obtain services. Although the USB over IP technique may realize a plurality of computers sharing a common USB device via a network, since the computers are connected to the USB device via the relay server and USB connection, if the computers that propose the connection requests and are connected to the USB device are still connected to the USB device even after the USB device have provided the services, the other computers may not be connected to the USB device. In practice, the other computers that plan to use the USB device may not propose their connection requests to the USB device unless the computers that are connected to the USB device are disconnected from the USB device. Accordingly, users have to keep watching a connection status of a remote USB device. Therefore, it is inconvenient to use the current USB over IP technique to connect the computers to a remote USB device.

[0007] FIG. 1 illustrates a user operating interface having manual connection tools 30 provided by a remote USB device connection system according to the prior art. The manual connection tools 30 provide connecting and disconnecting functions. However, these two functions allow a user to manually connect or disconnect a remote USB device. The operating interface only lists available devices for the user’s selection. Accordingly, the user has to select a USB device to which he wants to connect personally. The current remote USB device connection system merely allows a user to manually connect a USB device, and the user has to manually connect or disconnect the USB device, which is inconvenient for the user’s operation.

[0008] Therefore, how to make a USB device be connected to a plurality of computers and provide services, and solve the problem that a computer that is connected to the USB device is still connected to the USB device even after the computer has obtained the service provided by the USB device, is becoming one of the most urgent issues in the art.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] In view of the above-mentioned problems of the prior art, the present invention provides a processing system and method for connecting a remote USB device automatically, whereby avoiding that a computer is still connected to a USB device even after the USB device has provided corresponding services, so as to promote the usage convenience of a remote USB device.

[0010] The processing system is embedded in a user computer, for detecting request messages that are stored in a queue area of the user computer and are not transmitted yet, allowing the user computer to be connected to or disconnected from a USB device via a USB server. The processing system includes: a comparison unit for acquiring device information of the USB device via the USB server and comparing the device information with driver information in the user computer; to find out a consistent USB device for the user computer; a detection unit for detecting whether the status is a status of the queue area that stores the request messages; a control unit for generating a connection request according to the request messages issued by the user computer, and generating a disconnection request according to the status detected by the detection unit indicating that the request messages stored in the queue area are clear; and a transmission unit for transmitting connection requests or disconnection requests generated by the control unit to the USB server, allowing the USB server to connect the user computer with the consistent USB device found by the detection unit according to the connection requests or disconnect the user computer from a USB device according to the disconnection requests.

[0011] The processing method allows a user computer to be connected to or disconnected from a USB device via a network system and a USB server connected to the USB device. The processing method includes the following steps of: (1) the user computer finding a USB device usable for the user computer from the USB server via the network system; (2) when detecting that the user computer issues request messages, the user computer detecting a connection status of a USB device via the USB driver according to the request messages, and the USB server connecting the user computer with the USB device if a detection result of the connection status indicates an idle status, proceeding step (3); if the detection result of the connection status indicates a busy status, keeping detecting the connection status of the USB device, until the detection result of the connection status indicates the idle status, then proceeding to step (3); (3) the USB device executing corresponding services according to the request messages issued by the user computer; and (4) after detecting that the USB device has finished the corresponding services according to the request messages issued by the user computer, enabling the USB server to disconnect the user computer from the USB device.
Compared with the prior art, the processing system and method for connecting a remote USB device automatically of the present invention not only avoid the disturbance that a user has to manually connect or disconnect, by using the USB over IP technique, a remote USB device personally in the prior art, but also solve various problems, such as no use connection occupation, waiting for connection and finding and corresponding a usable. USB device personally. The present invention allows a user to execute a service request process conveniently.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

The invention can be more fully understood by reading the following detailed description of the preferred embodiments, with reference made to the accompanying drawings, wherein:

FIG. 1 illustrates a user operating interface having manual connection tools provided by a remote USB device connection system according to the prior art;

FIG. 2 is a system structural diagram illustrating how a user at a computer end applies a processing system that is connectable to a remote USB device automatically according to the present invention to a USB device;

FIG. 3 is a functional block diagram of a processing system that is connectable to a remote USB device automatically according to the present invention; and

FIG. 4 is a flow chart of a processing method for connecting a remote USB device automatically according to the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The following illustrative embodiments are provided to illustrate the disclosure of the present invention, these and other advantages and effects can be apparently understood by those in the art after reading the disclosure of this specification. The present invention can also be performed or applied by other different embodiments. The details of the specification may be on the basis of different points and applications, and numerous modifications and variations can be devised without departing from the spirit of the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a system structural diagram illustrating how a user at a computer end applies a processing system that is connectable to a remote USB device automatically according to the present invention to a USB device. As shown in FIG. 2, a user computer 1 is connected to a remote USB device 2 not via a physical USB port, but via the USB over IP technique, while the USB device 2 is connected via a physical USB port to a USB server 3. The USB server 3 acts as a transmission medium for transmitting instructions or data between the user computer 1 and the USB device 2. The user computer 1 is connected to the USB server 3 via a network system 4 such as a local area network (LAN). The network system 4 is a wireless network or a wired network. Accordingly, the USB server 3 has a network protocol for communicating with the network system 4, a USB port for connecting the USB device, and firmware for communicating with a processing system 14 of the present invention. An IP USB Hub, IP sharer having a USB port or a router having a USB port may be used to realize the USB server 3. Therefore, a plurality of user computers 1 may share the remote USB device 2 through the use of the USB server 3.

In an embodiment of the present invention, the user computer 1 has to be installed with a USB device driver program 11, a USB over IP driver program 12, an operating system 13 and the processing system 14 for connecting a remote USB device automatically according to the present invention. When the user computer 1 is turned on, the processing system 14 that is connected to a remote USB device automatically may be resided in an operating system 13, so as to detect request messages controlled by the operating system 13 at any time, and timely drive the USB device driver program 11 and the USB over IP driver program 12 according to the request messages. In practice, when the user computer 1 plans to use the remote USB device 2, the processing system 14 that is connected to a remote USB device automatically may detect request messages generated by the operating system 13, and the processing system 14 that is connected to a remote USB device automatically may connect the user computer 1 to the USB device 2 via the USB over IP driver program 12. The processing system 14 that is connected to a remote USB device automatically enables, via the detected request messages, the operating system 13 to control the USB device driver program 11 to generate instructions and data corresponding to the request messages. Then, the instructions and data are captured and analyzed by the USB over IP driver program 12, transmitted via the network system 4 to the USB server 3, and received and transferred by the USB server 3 to the remote USB device 2, to finish the request messages to be executed. As shown in FIG. 2, instruction messages in the user computer 1 transmitted among the processing system 14 that is connected to a remote USB device automatically, the operating system 13, the USB device driver program 11 and the USB over IP driver program 12 are instructions that a user plans to execute on the USB device 2, such as printing and fixing, and message instructions transmitted between the processing system 14 that is connected to a remote USB device automatically and the USB over IP driver program 12 are instructions for performing connecting and disconnecting functions.

On the other hand, the processing system 14 that is connected to a remote USB device automatically detects instruction messages sent by the USB device 2 back to the user computer 1 at any time, and the USB over IP driver program 12 analyzes and transmits the instruction messages to the USB device driver program 11, so as to disconnect the user computer 1 from the USB device 2 automatically when detecting that the USB device 2 has finished the services for the request messages. Therefore, the processing system 14 that is connected to a remote USB device automatically according to the present invention allows, by using the USB over IP technique, a user to connect/disconnect the user computer 1 to/from the remote USB device 1 by merely using the operating system 13 to issue request messages. Thus, it is easy for the operation.

FIG. 3 is a functional block diagram of a processing system that is connectable to a remote USB device automatically according to the present invention. As shown in FIG. 3, a processing system 21 that is connected to a remote USB device automatically allows a user computer 20 to be connected to a remote USB device 22 via a USB server 23. The processing system 21 that is connected to a remote USB device automatically comprises a comparison unit 211, a detection unit 212, a control unit 213 and a transmission unit 214. The processing system 21 that is connected to a remote USB device automatically controls the user computer 20 to be
connected to or disconnected from the remote USB device 22, so as to achieve the function that the user computer 20 is connected to the remote USB device 22 automatically when the user computer 20 uses the remote USB device 22 and is disconnected from the remote USB device 22 automatically when the user computer 20 stops using the remote USB device 22. Note that since an operating system 26, a USB device driver program 25 and a USB over IP driver program 27 are well-known computer peripheral device controlling and processing techniques, further description hereby omitted. In order to simplify the drawings and description, only the components of the system structure that relate to the present invention are described in the following paragraphs.

[0023] A comparison unit 211 acquires device information of the remote USB device 22 via the USB server 23, and compares the acquired device information with driver information of the USB device driver program 25 of the user computer 20, to find out the remote USB device 22 that may be used by the user computer 20. In detail, the comparison unit 211 helps to find out the USB device 22 that the user computer 20 may use, and corresponds the remote USB device 22 (i.e., a physical device) to the device driver information stored in the user computer 20, whereby finding an available device that may be connected to the user computer 20. In practice, the USB server 23 captures various device information, such as vendor ID, product ID and serial number, of the remote USB device. Since the USB server 23 is connected to the USB device 22 via a USB interface, the aforesaid device information may be captured according to a USB specification standard, and then compared with the device driver information in the user computer 20. The device driver information may be stored in a Registry in the operating system 26 of the user computer 20, whereby identifying whether the remote USB device 22 may be connected to the user computer 20 and provide services.

[0024] The detection unit 212 detects request messages issued by the user computer 20. After the comparison unit 211 has finished the setting work of the USB device 22 that the user computer 20 may use, the detection unit 212 starts to keep detecting the user computer 20, in order to know whether the user computer 20 has issued any request messages. In other words, the detection unit 212 starts to monitor whether a query area 24 is created for receiving the request messages is stored with the request messages, to determine whether the remote USB device 22 should be connected to the user computer 20 and provide corresponding services.

[0025] When the detection unit 212 detects that the queue area 24 has the request messages, a status of the USB device 22 is obtained via the USB server 23. Since the USB server 23 may control whether the USB device 22 is connected to any user computer, a connection status of the USB device 22 may be known via the USB server 23.

[0026] The control unit 213 generates connection requests according to request messages issued by the user computer 20, and generates disconnection requests according to that the detection unit 212 has detected that the request messages stored in the queue area 24 are clear.

[0027] The transmission unit 214 transmits the connection requests and the disconnection requests generated by the control unit 213 to the USB server 23, whereby the user computer 20 may be connected to or disconnected from the USB device 22 automatically.

[0028] In an embodiment, under a condition that the USB device 22 is not connected to the user computer 20, the control unit 213 transmits via the transmission unit 213 the connection requests. The connection requests are received by the USB over IP driver program 27 and transferred to the USB server 23. The USB server 23 thus connects the user computer 20 to the USB device 22.

[0029] On the other hand, if the remote USB device 22 is occupied by a user computer (not shown) at another end when the control unit 213 of the user computer 20 at a local end generates the connection requests, the queue area 24 of the user computer 20 at the local end is still stored with request messages corresponding to the connection requests, until the user computer at the another end is disconnected to the USB device 22 and releases the usage right of the USB device 22. Thus, the USB server 23 may connect the user computer 20 at the local end to the USB device 22 according to the connection requests issued by the control unit 213 of the user computer 20 at the local end.

[0030] When the USB device 22 has executed all the request messages issued by the user computer 20 at the local end that is connected to the USB device 22, and the contents stored in the queue area 24 of the user computer 20 at the local end are clear, i.e., the detection unit 212 of the user computer 20 at the local end detecting that the queue area 24 does not have any request messages, the control unit 213 transmits via the transmission unit 214 disconnection requests, which disconnect the USB device 22 from the user computer 20 at the local end when the user computer 20 at the local end does not use the USB device 22, whereby avoiding the problem that the user computer 20 is still connected to the USB device 22 even when the USB device 22 has finished all the request messages generated by the user computer 20.

[0031] In an embodiment, the USB device is a printer or a business machine, and the request messages are printing requests, whereby achieving automatic connection and execution of a printing process.

[0032] In another embodiment, the USB device is a fax machine, and the request messages are fax requests, whereby achieving automatic connection and execution of a fax process. In other words, the fax machine that has a USB port has the same connection mechanism as described previously, under the application of the USB over IP technique. Similarly, the fax machine detects request messages and determines to be connected to or disconnected from the user computer. Therefore, the aforesaid technique may be applied to the fax process.

[0033] In order to identify a usage status and record that the user computer 20 of the processing system 21 that is connected to a remote USB device automatically uses the USB device 22, a monitoring system (not shown) is installed in the USB server 23. The monitoring system includes a user identification module, a usage time management module and a usage record storage module. The user identification module has at least a user identification account and a password corresponding to the user identification account. The user identification account identifies connection authorization of the user computer 20 to requesting the USB server 23 to connect the user computer 20 with the USB device 23. In other words, when a user at the user computer 20 end plans to use the USB device 22, he has to input the user identification account and the password corresponding to the user identification account, or he cannot use the USB device 22. Through the account and password, the user computer 20 and the USB server 23 are allowed to be identified for connection, so as to promote the security of system usage. The user identification
account and the password are provided when the USB over IP driver program 22 of the user computer 20 and the USB server 23 perform a TCP/IP connection process, and are transmitted from the user computer 20 to the user identification module of the USB server 23 for comparison. If the comparison is wrong, an error code is transmitted back to the user computer 20, and the TCP/IP connection process ends immediately.

[0034] The usage time management module is used for storing corresponding usage time regulation information for the user identification account, and the usage time regulation information may be set by apparatus management personnel. The usage time regulation information may be time when connection usage is limited or allowed. For example, if a user A is allowed to use the connection from 8 A.M. to 6 P.M., when the user A plans to connect the USB device 22, the usage time management module of the USB server 23 checks whether the time when the user A proposes a establishing connection request complies with the time when the user A is allowed to use the connection. If the time when the user A proposes a establishing connection request does not comply with the time when the user A is allowed to use the connection, the USB server transmits an error code back to the user computer 20, and ends the TCP/IP connection process immediately. The usage record storage module records the proposed connection requests or the user identification accounts that establish or interrupt the connection relation, and the user may check the USB device 22 based on the record. Therefore, the circumstance that the user uses the USB device 22 may be controlled effectively.

[0035] FIG. 4 is a flow chart of a processing method for connecting a remote USB device automatically according to the present invention. As shown in FIG. 4, in step S401, find a USB device that the user computer may use, that is, finding an available USB device at the computer end and presetting the USB device as a target to be connected to the user computer, for the USB device to be connected to the user computer when request messages are generated later. The aforesaid finding is performed by comparing USB device information stored in the USB server with driver information stored in the user computer, and taking the USB devices as USB devices that the user computer may use and presetting one of the USB devices as a USB device that is connected to the user computer automatically when the USB device information comply with the driver information. Proceed to step S402.

[0036] In step S402, detect whether the user computer has issued request messages that are stored in the queue area, and proceed to step S403 if the user computer has issued the request messages, or keep performing step S402 if the user computer does not issue any request messages.

[0037] In step S403, the user computer detects connection statuses of a remote USB device via the USB server. The connection statuses include an idle status and a busy status. If the remote USB device is in the idle status, proceed to step S405. If the remote USB device is in the busy status, proceed to step S404.

[0038] In step S405, since the remote USB device is in the busy status, the user computer that proposes the request messages waits for a user computer at another end to release the connection status of the USB device, and return to step S403.

[0039] In step S404, since the remote USB device is in the idle status, the user computer that proposes the request messages may use the USB over IP technique to automatically connect the remote USB device via the network system and the USB server. Proceed to step S406.

[0040] In step S406, the remote USB device executes corresponding services according to the user computer that proposes the request messages. Proceed to step S407. In step S407, detect whether there is any request message at the user computer at the local end, that is, checking whether the queue area at the local end is clear. If the queue area at the local end is not clear, which indicates that there are remaining request messages, proceed to step S406, allowing the remote USB device to execute corresponding services according to the request messages. On the contrary, if the queue area at the local end is clear, which indicates no request message is left, proceed to step S408.

[0041] In step S408, release the connection of the user computer that proposes the request messages with the remote USB device. A user computer at another end may be connected to the remote USB device, to avoid that the connection is occupied by the user computer.

[0042] Note that in step S401, before the USB device information stored in the USB server are compared with the driver information stored in the user computer, the USB server has to check the user identification account of the user computer. In short, both the USB server and the user computer are installed with the user identification account. When the user identification account of the user computer complies with the user identification account of the USB, the USB server allows the user computer to find and compare a USB device that the user computer may use and perform a comparison process.

[0043] Before the execution of step S403, that is, before the user computer detects the connection status of the remote USB device, the USB server has to check whether the time when the user computer sends the request messages complies with the time when the user computer is allowed to use the USB device, allowing the USB server to manage the timing when each user computer uses the USB device effectively.

[0044] Besides, before the execution of step S405 and step S408, that is, before connecting/disconnecting the user computer to/from the remote USB device, the USB server records that the user computer uses the USB device, whereby controlling the circumstance that the user uses the USB device.

[0045] In sum, the present invention provides a processing system and method for connecting a remote USB device automatically. Compared with the prior art, the processing system detects request messages issued by the user computer, and connects the user computer to the remote USB device automatically, by using the USB over IP technique, according to the connection status of the remote USB device, to satisfy the required services. The present invention has advantages that a user does not need to manually disconnect a user computer from the remote USB device, and the user does not need to perform a corresponding effect for the user computer and the remote USB device personally. The processing system, if cooperating with a USB server having a safety mechanism, may control the connection of the user computer with the remote USB device effectively, and save the connection records, whereby the processing system and method for connecting a remote USB device automatically of the present invention may provide more perfect services.

[0046] The foregoing descriptions of the detailed embodiments are only illustrated to disclose the features and functions of the present invention and not restrictive of the scope of the present invention. It should be understood to those in the art that all modifications and variations according to the
spirit and principle in the disclosure of the present invention should fall within the scope of the appended claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A processing method for connecting a remote USB device automatically, for allowing a user computer to be connected to or disconnected from a USB device via a network system and a USB server connected to the USB device, the processing method comprising the following steps of:
   (1) via the user computer finding a USB device usable for the user computer from the USB server via the network system;
   (2) when detecting that the user computer issues request messages, having the user computer detect a connection status of the USB device via the USB server according to the request messages, and then having the USB server connect the user computer with the USB device, if a detection result of the connection status indicates an idle status, proceeding to step (3); and if the detection result of the connection status indicates a busy status, keeping detecting the connection status of the USB device, until the detection result of the connection status indicates the idle status, then proceeding to step (3);
   (3) having the USB device execute corresponding services according to the request messages issued by the user computer; and
   (4) after detecting that the USB device has finished the corresponding services according to the request messages issued by the user computer, enabling the USB server to disconnect the user computer from the USB device.

2. The processing method of claim 1, wherein in step (1), having the user computer find a USB device usable for the user computer from the USB server via the network system is according to a fact that device information of the USB device connected to the USB server are stored in the USB server, and a consistent USB device is found for the user computer after the device information are compared with the driver information stored in the user computer.

3. The processing method of claim 2, wherein in step (1) the USB device uses the device information to identify each different USB device if there are more than one devices with the same model.

4. The processing method of claim 1, wherein before step (1) is executed, the USB server checks a user identification account of the user computer that finds via the network system the USB device for the user computer.

5. The processing method of claim 1, wherein before having the user computer detect a connection status of a USB device via the USB driver according to the request messages of step (2) is executed, the USB server checks whether time when the user computer issues request messages is consistent with that when a USB device is in use.

6. The processing method of claim 1, wherein before having the USB connect the user computer with the USB device of step (2) is executed, the USB server records time when the user computer is connected to the USB device.

7. The processing method of claim 1, wherein before having the USB server disconnect the user computer from a USB device of step (4) is executed, the USB server records time when the user computer is not connected to the USB device.

8. The processing method of claim 1, wherein in step (4), detecting that all the issued request messages have finished the corresponding services is based on that the queue area of the user computer is detected to be clear.

* * * * *